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Children’s Associational Rights?
Why Less Is More
Emily Buss*
While this Court has not yet had occasion to elucidate the nature of a child’s
liberty interests in preserving established familial or family-like bonds … it seems to me
extremely likely that, to the extent parents and families have fundamental liberty interests
in preserving such intimate relationships, so, too, do children have these interests, and
so, too, must their interests be balanced in the equation.”
(Stevens, J., dissenting, in Troxel v. Granville)1
I note that respondent is asserting only, on her own behalf, a substantive due
process right to direct the upbringing of her own children, and is not asserting, on behalf
of her children, their First Amendment rights of association or free exercise. I therefore
do not have occasion to consider whether, and under what circumstances, the parent
could assert the latter enumerated rights.”
(Scalia, J., dissenting, in Troxel v. Granville)2
In Troxel v. Granville, two Justices suggested that taking account of children’s
own associational rights might affect their analysis of a grandparent’s visitation claim.
But this same accounting appears to lead them in opposite directions. For Justice Stevens,
a child’s associational rights would bolster the grandparent’s visitation claim, for Justice
Scalia, these rights could undercut that claim. This divergence would be unremarkable if
children’s own views and actions drove the exercise of their associational rights. But both
Justices assumed that a child would require some adult surrogate to press her claim.
Stevens fixed on the grandparent as the child’s rights-claiming surrogate, and Scalia fixed
on the parent. The difference in outcomes they project from the exercise of children’s
associational rights runs no deeper than the difference in the adult they each chose to
press the claim.
The justices’ early reach toward the recognition of children’s associational rights
has been greeted with enthusiasm by many concerned that the law affords inadequate
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protection to the important relationships children form with non-parental adults.3 But the
justices’ words, when juxtaposed to one another’s, should serve as a warning: Where the
nature of the child’s rights asserted is so contingent on the choices made by adults, we
should be slow to assume that children gain anything of value in ascribing the rights to
them.
In this paper, I will consider the value, to children, of affording them
associational rights. The paper rests on two rights-favoring assumptions: First, it assumes
that fostering and preserving children’s relationships with non-parents will often be in the
children’s interest. Second, it assumes that our legal scheme should be structured to favor
children’s interests over others’, when these interests conflict. Despite these assumptions,
I conclude, however, that in most circumstances we should not attempt to protect
children’s relational interests by affording them associational rights. In my view, these
rights are likely to do children more harm than good.
My opposition to children’s associational rights is not conceptual, but pragmatic.
As long as children depend upon adults to identify and assert their rights, we should have
no confidence that affording children rights will translate into greater deference to
children’s needs. Indeed, rights or no rights, the quality of decision making for children
will only be as good as the adults that control it. I see no reason to expect the group of
adults that collect around children’s rights claims to do a better job than parents of
identifying and acting on their children’s interests. Moreover, the process of group
decision making necessarily entailed in enforcing claims will surely do some harm.
Finally, and most tentatively, I fear that calling things “rights,” where the rights holder
has so little command over their exercise, may do a kind of harm of its own.
Many pieces of this argument repeat arguments I have made in other papers
criticizing grandparent visitation laws and other legal provisions that establish the right of
non-parents to seek custodial fragments from a court.4 The new point of these old
arguments, here, is that vesting associational rights in the children themselves has no
effect on the analysis whatsoever. The second point this paper aims to make is that
3
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claiming to afford children rights, when they have so little control over their exercise, is
problematic in its own right.
I. The Vision for Children’s Associational Rights
Before considering the implications of affording children associational rights, it is
worth trying to flesh out precisely what such rights would look like.5 For adults, rights of
association are classic autonomy rights. It is left up to adults to decide with whom they
wish to associate and, for the most part, what the nature of those associations will be.6
Associational freedom for adults means, both, that the state cannot force them into
relationships they do not desire and that the state cannot prevent them from forming
relationships they wish to form. The value of the rights, for adults, is that they leave
individuals free to chart their own course.
But for those pressing for associational rights for children, the focus is not for the
most part on protecting children’s autonomy, but rather on meeting their needs.7 As a
general matter, children’s associations are heavily controlled by some combination of
their parents and the state. This structure of authority is not, itself, challenged by
advocates for children’s associational rights, who share the general view that children
benefit from the exercise of considerable control by responsible adults. What concerns
associational rights advocates are two subsidiary issues: First, advocates are concerned
about how parental identity is assigned, and, second, they are concerned that children’s
additional, extra-parental relationships are afforded inadequate protection. On both of
these issues, the contention is that affording children rights will help safeguard their
interests at stake.
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In a previous paper, I have considered the first question—the assignment of
parental identity—at some length.8 In this paper, I will focus on the second question. I
will consider the extent to which we should recognize children’s associational rights to
develop or maintain important relationships with non-parental adults, when these
relationships are opposed by their parents. While such rights claims could be cast in
autonomy terms and limited to those children in a position to initiate litigation on their
own behalves, the focus of the rights advocates is much broader. Children’s associational
rights, the advocates contend, should protect a child’s interests in a relationship, even
where the child has neither the developmental or legal wherewithal to initiate suite.9 The
call, then, is to involve courts in an assessment of the value, to children, of relationships
parents threaten to deny them. Children’s associational rights would protect relationships
that courts concluded were good for children, not simply those a child is seeking to
maintain.
II. Which Surrogate?
While the law allows adults to identify and act on their own interests, it assumes
that children need help identifying their own interests, and therefore assigns various
surrogates to do so. This is so whether children are afforded rights or not. Indeed, the
primary surrogates assigned by the law are the child’s parents, and this surrogacy
arrangement is generally secured by affording rights to the parents, rather than the child.
While these parental rights clearly have roots in a legal system less focused on
children’s interests than the one I advance,10 parents can generally be expected to do a
particularly good job of identifying and protecting their children’s own interests.
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to them put them in a particularly strong position to champion their children’s interests.
Moreover, parents afforded considerable freedom in their exercise of parental
responsibilities are likely to enjoy their parenting responsibilities more, and invest more
time and energy in the job.
Parents do not, of course, always act in their children’s interest. They sometimes
make well meaning but bad judgments on their children’s behalf, and sometimes allow
their own self-interests to trump the clearly divergent interests of their children. It is these
departures from good parenting that inspire some to call for children’s associational
rights.12 But because any such rights scheme will depend upon some other constellation
of surrogates to identify and act on the child’s associational interests, we should consider
the qualifications of these various alternative surrogates before concluding that parental
deficiencies justify shifting decision-making authority to them.
These qualifications cannot, however, be assessed in the abstract. Rather, we need
to consider the relative qualifications of these alternative surrogates to assess children’s
associational interests in particular. These are not cases, like the education cases, for
example, where the child’s interests are entangled with those of the state. In such cases,
we might conclude that state actors with educational expertise have a special surrogate
role to play to ensure that children’s education comports with the demands society will
place on children when they grow up. Nor are these cases like the abuse and neglect
cases, where there is a broad consensus in the community about how to secure child well
being. In such cases, we might well conclude that the stakes are such that we must
involve non-parental surrogates in assessing whether parents have, in fact, treated their
children in a manner no parent is ever permitted to do. But in associational cases, there is
no claim of high public stakes, nor is there a broad societal consensus about universally
applicable standards of conduct. Rather, the cases call for the making of difficult
individualized judgments about the relative value of relationships to children’s long-term
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development. It is these sorts of soft judgments, I will argue, that the alternative
surrogates will be ill-prepared to make.13
The four surrogate contenders likely to be arrayed in defense of a child’s
associational rights are the relational subject (that is, the adult who makes up the other
half of the contested relationship), the child’s legal representative (whether lawyer or
guardian ad litem), the expert witness, and the judge. Because the judge represents the
ultimate decision making alternative to the parent, she represents the focal point of
comparison for surrogate quality. But because the information available to influence the
judge’s decision is largely determined by the other potential surrogates, and because
these other surrogates claim more directly to stand in for the child as rights asserter, I
will focus some attention on them. I will suggest, as a general matter, that those
alternative surrogates that have the best information about the child in question, are also
most likely to have their judgments distorted by self-interest, and those least likely to
have distorting self-interests, most likely to have poor information about the child. I will
conclude that none of these surrogates, either singly or in combination, is likely to make
better associational choices for a child than the child’s parents, and that any scheme that
shifts authority to others is likely to impose special harms on children, regardless of the
ultimate decisions reached.
a. The Relational Subject as Surrogate
For the most part, children’s associational claims will be initiated by the person
with a direct interest in fostering or continuing a relationship with the child. This is the
grandmother whose son has died, or the prospective adoptive parent who has lost a child
to a birth parent. Particularly where these relational subjects are fighting to maintain an
already well-developed relationship with a child, they may have a level of child-specific
knowledge and emotional attachment akin to that of a parent. But these relational subjects
also suffer from two related weaknesses that suggest serious problems with their role as
13
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surrogates: First, their self-interest in maintaining the relationship is at least as likely to
skew their judgment as the self-interest of parents, and, second, even devoid of selfinterest, their assessment of children’s interests are likely to be skewed by the singularity
of their focus on the relationship in question.
No adult will go to court to assert a child’s right to associate with her unless she
has a strong self-interest in maintaining the relationship. In many instances, the child’s
interests will coincide with the adult relational claimant: the strength and intensity of the
relationship will make it highly valuable to both. But this need not be so. Indeed, the very
intensity of an adult’s eagerness to maintain a relationship with the child may say
something about the health of that relationship for the child. In some circumstances, a
child will gain great value in maintaining a strong relationship with grandparents after a
parent has died, in others, that relationship may in fact be destructive for the child. While
distinguishing the healthy from the unhealthy among these relationships is an elusive
task, it is clear that the grieving grandparent, desperate to maintain some contact with her
lost child through her grandchildren, is likely to be in a particularly bad position to make
these judgments.14
Moreover, even where that relational subject makes a good assessment of the
value of the relationship to the child, the assessment is generally a narrow one, that gives
little consideration to the losses to other relationships, and other uses of time, inevitably
suffered if this relationship is favored. Most relationships have some value to children, so
the assessment of whether any particular relationship should be fostered or maintained is
necessarily a relative one. Every minute spent developing one relationship is a minute not
developing another, or engaging in some other activity of potential value to a child.
Moreover, because there is surely some limit to the total number of intimate relationships
a child can develop, it is not simply a question of allocating minutes, but also of making
some big choices among relationships. Finally, relationships that can be justified in the
abstract, even in relative terms, may not be able to be successfully integrated into the
rhythm of a child’s life.
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If a child were in a position to assert her own rights, she would take all of these
competing considerations into account in determining whether to press a particular
associational claim. She would also take into account the considerable costs associated
with the litigation, itself. But for all the children who are too young or legally
unsophisticated to assert relational claims on their own, these trade-offs will be assessed
by others, whether or not we afford children their own rights. Faced with a choice among
surrogates, however, it is hard to see why we would place more confidence in the
relational subject, with her frequently intense self-interest and narrowness of focus, than
in the parent, as the identifier of the child’s relational interests. While the parent’s
judgment, too, is likely to be clouded by self-interest, one of the virtues of the parentchild relationship is that it encourages the parent to incorporate the child’s self-interest
into her own. Moreover, the parent, charged with administering the big picture of the
child’s upbringing, can be expected to take into account competing claims on the child’s
time and emotions in a way that a single-issue relational subject will not.
Of course, the vision of the children’s rights advocate is not to shift decision
making authority from a parent to the relational subject, but rather to give the relational
subject authority to start a process that would then involve other surrogate identifiers of a
child’s interests. Before going on to consider the strengths and weaknesses of these
additional surrogates, it is worth noting that one very important decision is, in fact,
controlled by the relational subject.
Any system that gives the relational subject standing to assert the associational
claim (whether on her own behalf, or on behalf of the child), gives this adult the final say
in whether decisions about the child’s associations, and all matters affected by those
associations, will be the subject of litigation. Again, if the child could exercise her own
associational rights, the cost of litigating the issue would loom large in her calculation.
And, of course, if the parent has sole authority over the associational decision, she will
protect the child from these costs altogether.

In contrast, enforcing children’s

associational rights through interested third parties invites litigation by those unlikely
properly to assess the cost of litigation to the child. Where relational subjects have the
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authority to bring the litigation, a parent can only protect her family from litigation by
conceding on the ultimate question and granting the subject ongoing access to the child.15
b. The Child’s Legal Representative as Surrogate
While individuals with a vested interest in litigation could force the associational
issue into court, a scheme of children’s associational rights will ensure that these
individuals cannot, single-handedly, determine the outcome of the case. Where the
ultimate decision rests with the court, a rights scheme is likely to produce additional
surrogates for the child along the way. Casting children’s relational interests in rights
terms increases the likelihood that children will be provided with some form of legal
representative in the proceeding, whether that representative serves as traditional lawyer
or a guardian ad litem.16 Either way, we should not be optimistic that these legal
representatives will serve as effective surrogates for the child.
In the past three decades, the number of individuals appointed to represent
children in family law matters has grown substantially. This is in part due to the
explosion of child protective services litigation, in which children’s legal representation
is mandatory, during this period.17 More generally, a growing awareness of children’s
independent legal interests in family matters, and the potential inadequacies of the named
adult parties as representatives of these interests, has inspired legislatures and courts to
provide for children’s legal representation in a growing number of cases.18 This
15
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expansion has, however, been accompanied by considerable confusion and disagreement
about the proper role for these legal representatives, particularly where children are
young.19 Whether this legal representative should function as a lawyer (taking direction
from his child client) or as a guardian ad litem (making his own assessment of the child’s
best interests) or as some combination of the two is a matter of considerable debate, and
in any particular case, the role choice may be determined by statute, by court order, or by
the individual choice of the legal representative.20 Because children’s associational rights
are conceived in largely needs-based terms, we can expect this role uncertainty to follow
children into cases pressing their own associational rights.
Where the court appoints the child a lawyer, it will be that lawyer’s responsibility
to ascertain and advocate the expressed views of the child on the question of the child’s
associational rights. Note that if the rights are perceived purely as the child’s, and the
lawyer’s position taken at face value, the child’s decision to oppose court ordered contact
might be the end of the question and require dismissal of the litigation. Because most
advocating for children’s associational rights do not conceive them as simple “autonomy
rights,” however, the child’s position would not necessarily be controlling. Thus the
lawyer would serve only as a child’s-view-presenting surrogate, leaving the final
associational choice to the court.
We should have no confidence, however, that the lawyer will succeed in this
view-presenting role. Many children will find it difficult to identify and then express their
views on these associational issues to anyone, and lawyers may be particularly ill-suited
to overcome these difficulties. The lawyer’s contact with the child is generally extremely
limited in both scope and duration. What little contact the lawyer has is relatively formal,
Children in Custody Disputes: Challenges and Opportunities in Lawyering and Pedagogy, 73 Ind. L. J. 605,
613 (noting traditional view that custody disputes are primarily private matters in which the parents
safeguard the best interests of their children.”)
19
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20
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and therefore likely uncomfortable, for the child. Establishing rapport with children is
difficult for any adult stranger, and likely particularly so for lawyers, whose subject is full
of unfamiliar concepts and arcane language, and who lack any special training in
speaking with children. Moreover, the improbability, from the child’s perspective, that
this strange professional adult will, in fact, keep her confidences and advocate for her
wishes may further impede the quality of the lawyer-client communication between them.
In sum, we should be skeptical about the lawyer’s ability to put the child’s true views
before the court.21
If, on the other hand, the court appoints the child a guardian ad litem, that
guardian will be charged with making his own assessment of the child’s interests, and
presenting this assessment to the court. For this role, as well, the child’s own views are,
of course, important, and we can be equally skeptical of the ability of the guardian ad
litem—also generally trained as a lawyer—to ascertain the child’s views. Moreover, the
guardian ad litem will lack any special expertise to assess the child’s interests. While this
is a general problem with the guardian ad litem model of representation in all family law
matters, the guardian’s lack of special expertise seems particularly evident in the context
of the sort of associational claims at issue here. How a law-trained guardian will ascertain
the relative benefits and harms to the child of maintaining an association the child’s
parents oppose is unclear. The guardian will neither have the depth of acquaintance with
the relevant parties, nor any special expertise in assessing relationships, that would
suggest she had something valuable to add to an assessment of the child’s interests.
While the relational subject will bear the responsibility for imposing litigation on
the child, the legal representative will also impose some uninvited litigation costs on the
child. Providing the child with a legal representative forces the child into yet another
relationship, one that relies on a certain professional intimacy to succeed. Imposing this
relationship is, in any event, a certain intrusion, and particularly so where, as I have
argued, children are unlikely to understand the nature of the relationship thrust upon
21
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them. Where they lack this understanding, pressing them to engage in the relatively
intimate communications contemplated by the lawyer-client relationship imposes a
considerable cost of its own. When we couple these concerns with the low probability
that these legal representatives will actually gauge their child clients’ interests (whether
as identified by the client or by the representative) correctly, we might, again, question
why we would prefer such representatives to representation by parents.
c. The Expert as Surrogate
In an attempt to get a better read on the child’s best interests, parties and the court
can be expected to call upon experts, particularly psychologists, to assess the
associational claims at issue.22 Indeed, in the parallel context of custody and visitation
proceedings, these experts are offered as the antidote to the surrogacy failings of the
relational subject, the legal representative, and the court.23 But the experts, too, lack any
real qualification as surrogates. They, too, have only limited exposure to the family
members in question, and while they have considerably greater skill than the lawyers and
relational subjects in assessing the current functioning of individuals and relationships,
they lack any special ability to translate that current information into useful predictions
for the future. Because calls for associational rights are based on a concern for the longterm interests of children, this lack of predictive ability is fatal to their expertise.24
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Much has been written, by lawyers and psychologists alike, about the problems of
expert testimony in custody proceedings.25 While psychologists can contribute valuable
insights about the current functioning of the various family members and the quality of
the various relationships among them, they will have little advantage over lay people in
assessing which future familial arrangements will be best for a child. 26 To the extent
they have a predictive advantage, it is limited to identifying those custodial arrangements
likely to be particularly problematic, for the focus of psychological research, and the
most quantifiable results of this research, is on pathology.27 This is in part because the
complexity and diversity of non-pathological outcomes makes them difficult to assess
against one another, and in part because any such assessment would hinge on value
judgments our pluralistic society prefers to leave to private decision-making.
While I have found no parallel scholarly discussion of the use of expert testimony
in third-party visitation or association cases, there is every reason to think that the
problems identified in the custody context would be even greater here. As in the
traditional custody context, we can expect the psychologist to shed some light on the
current state of the relationships at stake in the litigation and the child’s current views
about these relationships.28 Indeed, in light of the considerable difficulties a child’s
lawyer may have in ascertaining those views, the expert may, in fact, be more qualified
25
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Cases, 6 Psych. Pub. Pol. & L. 843, 871-72 (2000) (suggesting that psychologists bring special expertise to
the assessment of children’s wishes, and the level of decision making sophistication underlying those
wishes).
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than the lawyer to get this information. But psychologists will likely be asked to reach
much farther than this, to assess whether the relationship should be maintained, against
parental wishes, into the future.
Here, perhaps even more than in the conventional custody context, there is no
hard science indicating whether such court-compelled associations serve children’s
interests.29 While we may know, in some very general sense, that maintaining important
relationships has value for children, there is no empirical basis for the conclusion that
curtailing such relationships will impose serious harm on children, let alone harm that
will outweigh whatever harm might be caused by forcing visits where parents are so
adamantly opposed. Absent any such showing of harm, the court is left to sort between
various non-pathological alternatives to determine which is best. Where the claim is not
that children should be removed from unfit parents, but only that acceptable parenting
should be supplemented by other relationships the parent opposes, the experts will be
asked to do precisely what they have been shown, in the custody context, least qualified
to do: namely, opine about the relative future benefits, to children, of two nonpathological relational approaches.30 Where the issue at stake captures only a fraction of
the issues related to the upbringing of the child, we might be particularly skeptical about
the ability of any such expert to have any special insights for the court.
The involvement of psychological evaluators, like the involvement of lawyers and
guardians, will also not be costless for the child. The evaluator is yet another unknown
adult entering the child’s life to ask intrusive questions. While these psychologists are
likely more skilled than the lawyers at doing so, the greater skill will not eliminate the
invasion of privacy inherent in any probing discourse on family conflict. Where children
are savvy enough to appreciate the level of influence the psychologist is likely to have on
the court, they may find these conversations particularly stressful. Moreover, the very
29

Those social scientists who have addressed the issue in the context of grandparent-grandchild
relationships have noted the lack of information about the value of these relationships where opposed by
the parents, and have suggested some of the dangers associated with such court compelled contact.
30
Pat Keith and Robbyn Wacker, Grandparent Visitation Rights: An Inappropriate Intrusion or Appropriate
Protection? 54 Int’l J. Aging and Human Development 191, 198 (noting the lack of empirical evidence on
the effect of court-ordered visitation for children, and the difficulties associated with developing such
evidence). Ross Thompson, Mario J. Scalora, Susan Limber & Lynn Castrianno, Grandparent Visitation
Rights, A Psycholegal Analysis, 29 Family and Concilitation Courts Review 9, 20 (1991)(noting that
neither judges nor psychologists have an special expertise in ascertaining whether maintaining a
relationship between a child and a grandparent that is opposed by the parents is in a child’s best interests);
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role of the expert prevents him from assuring the child that he will keep the child’s
statements in confidence. The job of these psychologists is not to provide treatment to the
child, but rather to provide information to the court. 31
d. The Judge as Surrogate
Those who advocate for children’s associational rights want judges to decide
whether the relationship in question should be protected. Person for person, the judge’s
competence in assessing the child’s interests will be predictably weaker than that of the
parent.32 The judge, like the legal representative, will have very little child-specific
knowledge and a much smaller emotional investment in securing good outcomes for the
child. But perhaps the comparative strength of the judge is her ability to listen,
impartially, to the range of surrogates already discussed, to have the benefit of a full
presentation of conflicting views, pressed through an adversarial hearing. In my view,
however, we should not be optimistic about the value of this synthesis, certainly not
optimistic enough to justify the costs associated with the procedure required to produce it.
As noted, a scheme of children’s associational rights might put before a judge the
following combination of surrogates, all who will take a position about what result is in
the child’s interest: the parent (appearing as a party and also, perhaps, as an official legal
representative of her child), the relational subject (appearing, perhaps as a party, perhaps
as the (or a) legal representative of the child), the child’s lawyer or guardian, and the
experts who have conducted a professional assessment of the child’s relational needs.
This combination of surrogates will surely present the court with more information than
is generally available to the parent, but it is hardly clear that it will be better information,
and least clear of all is how a judge is to sort out the good from the bad. The

31

See David N. Bolocofsky, Use and Abuse of Mental Health Experts in Child Custody Determinations, 7
Behavioral Sciences and the Law 197, 208 (1989) (“Neither confidentiality nor privilege is typically
attached to communications of the participants in child custody evaluations.”)
32
Ross Thompson, Mario J. Scalora, Susan Limber & Lynn Castrianno, Grandparent Visitation Rights, A
Psycholegal Analysis, 29 Family and Concilitation Courts Review 9, 19 (1991) (“Taken together, these
findings underscore what other commentators have noted about the judicial determination of the child’s
‘best interests’ in custody and visitation cases: Such determinations are exceedingly difficult (and
potentially indeterminate), exceeding the expertise of the court and its personnel and thus susceptible to
reliance on parochial values and viewpoints that may be misleading.”)
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responsibility we place on judges to make these important choices for children, and the
lack of guidance we give them in how these decisions should be made, are likely to leave
judges grasping at the straws offered by the experts and legal representatives. Even where
these other surrogates have nothing much to offer (and even when they might admit as
much), the imprimatur of their credentialed endorsements, particularly in combination,
will offer comforting cover to the concerned but uncertain judge.33
Of course, these same objections to judicial fact finding can be made about a great
deal of litigation, certainly other family law litigation focusing on children’s interests,
such as custody disputes.34 We tolerate this form of flawed decision making in the
custody context, however, only because we think some official resolution of intraparental disputes is essential after divorce to facilitate successful parenting in these
circumstances. Indeed, any resolution is preferable to the lack of legal resolution that
would come if the courts were kept out of the decision making process. To allow two
parents, each possessed of full parental rights, to continue to battle one another for
custodial control year after year would predictably do considerably more harm to a child
than reaching some ill-reasoned resolution.
The same cannot be said in the associational rights context. In our context, absent
court involvement, there is no ongoing legal conflict, but rather clear parental control. In
our context, rights advocates do not contend that any resolution, regardless of the quality
of the decision making, is preferable to keeping the issue out of court altogether. Rather,
the rights advocates press for a court process because they believe judges will make
better choices than parents, a belief that in my view is difficult to support.
Even assuming that judges are able to do better than parents at assessing the value
of certain relationships to children, the judges’ superior judgments may not translate into
superior results, for the implementation of those judgments will fall back to the parent

33

Janet Bowermaster, Legal Presumptions and the Role of Mental Health Professionals in Child Custody
Proceedings, 40 Duq. L. Rev. 265 (2002) (arguing that the lack of guidance provided by the best interest
standard leads courts to rely, inappropriately, on the views of experts).
34
See J. Coons, R. Mnookin and S. Sugarman, Deciding What’s Best for Children. 7 Notre Dame J. of L &
Pub. Policy 465 (1993); Robert Mnookin, Child Custody Adjudication and Judicial Function in the Face of
Indeterminacy. 39 Law and Contemp. Prob. 226 (1975).
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who opposed them.35 This is the nature of these associational claims that assert the
child’s right, not to be raised by other parents, but only to have some sort of ongoing
relationship with others, while their parents retain responsibility for their upbringing.
Relying on resistant parents to implement even the best of child-rearing decisions is
likely to be problematic, and these problems are likely only to increase where our
concern about parents’ judgment or motives is greatest.
II. The Cost of Rights
Against the questionable benefits of a judicial fact finding process we must weigh
the harm caused to families by the creation of associational rights. I have already noted
the sort of harms likely to be imposed on children forced to engage in the litigation
process. Giving children rights obligates them to speak about intensely private matters to
a number of professional strangers, including psychologists, lawyers, and judges. Some
children, left anxious and confused by these intrusive interactions, might be surprised to
learn that these intrusions came from giving them rights.
Also troubling are likely harms to family functioning.

Again, I am saying

nothing new when I suggest that litigation over children’s upbringing, and over a child’s
relationships with various family members, comes at a serious emotional, financial, and
temporal cost to children and their families. Litigation disrupts schedules, escalates
tensions and publicizes the family’s disputes. It undermines parental authority by calling
into question the parent’s judgments and, at least potentially, forcing the parent to tolerate
relationships that she opposes.
There is one other potential sort of harm that seems worth considering, though its
proof is likely to be particularly elusive. In framing the issue in terms of children’s rights,
we may be setting up children for a kind of legal exploitation. Speaking of “children’s
rights of association” casts the relational interest in positive terms that are likely to skew
decision-making in favor of interested adults. Of even greater concern, describing the
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Pat Keith and Robbyn Wacker, Grandparent Visitation Rights: An Inappropriate Intrusion or Appropriate
Protection? 54 Int’l J. Aging and Human Development 191, 199 (summarizing literature suggesting that
compelling visits against parents’ wishes may have negative effects on children).
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scheme as one of children’s rights offers considerable cover to those who favor
preserving the relationships for their selfish ends.36
As noted at the outset, the classic rights conception for adults is one of autonomy
rights. The rights holder has some opportunity, and the freedom to take or reject that
opportunity. To the extent associational rights, for children, encompass this same
autonomy-based conception, I support such rights for children. Children, should, indeed,
be entitled to initiate proceedings on their own to safeguard their relationships with
others, whether children or adults. But limiting associational rights to those
circumstances would dramatically shrink their scope. Only the oldest and most
sophisticated children will be in a position to pursue litigation to serve these ends.
Associational rights advocates, however, have much greater rights ambitions for
children. They seek to extend these rights to all children, maybe even particularly to
young children because they will be least prepared to preserve the threatened
relationships in the absence of court intervention. While this rights concept sees the
protection of children’s important associations as serving children’s developmental
needs, it affords adults a broader choice-making authority than is generally associated
with the enforcement of needs-based rights.
Classic needs-based rights are comfortably generic: They establish children’s
entitlement to a certain level of care, education, nutrition, and the like, that is believed to
be required for the healthy development of all children. This generic element makes them
appropriately enforced by a broad range of surrogates. A surrogate need not worry about
precisely what sort of education is appropriate for a particular child. She can simply
advocate for that level of education determined to be universally appropriate.
The problem with associational rights, however, is that they cannot be cast in such
universal terms. While all children require some number of healthy relationships to
develop appropriately, the issue in the associational rights context is which among the
possible relationships are appropriate for a child. Even conceived in terms of children’s
needs, therefore, the assertion of associational rights will require the exercise of choice.
Once choice is introduced into the rights analysis, the fact that the child is not making the

36

In Troxel v. Granville, the grandparent visitation case heard by the Supreme Court, many of the amicus
briefs filed on behalf of grandparent organizations framed the issue as one of children’s rights.
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choice is problematic, and the suggestion that the adult choice maker has accurately
assessed the child’s interests a likely fiction. Calling such a procedural scheme for
awarding associational control a children’s rights scheme may do more for adults than it
does for children.
Conclusion
While there is no question that the current legal regime has produced some bad
relational outcomes for children, we should have no confidence that children would do
better if they were afforded associational rights. Whether or not afforded rights, children
will be at the mercy of some set of adults who will decide which relationships are worth
preserving. While parents do not make perfect surrogates, they can be expected to do at
least as well as the various alternatives called into action by the establishment of
associational rights.

Readers with comments may address them to:
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